
TLPF HOCKEY-  Playing with Pressure in the Offensive Zone
Video Clip Review: SENS vs. Rangers G6 

Description of the Offensive Pressure Applied by the SENS 5 on 5: 

• #65 SENS plays the body on the Ranger player as first man in to separate the man from the 
puck. 

• #16 SENS picks up the loose puck in the corner and recognizes #68 SENS open passing lane 
going to the net from the half-wall, touch pass to #68. 

• #68 SENS feels inside defensive pressure and takes the puck behind the Ranger net to set up 
the attack.  

• Rangers put 5 in the box and collapse down low to protect the net zone. Rangers defenders 
don't have their heads on a swivel to pick up offensive positioning of the players behind them 
setting up in passing lanes. 

• #68 SENS recognizes no play to be made on net and moves the puck to #16 SENS to set up 
the attack from up top, #16 SENS moves the puck to #65 SENS who as a good shooting lane 
from middle ice. 

• #68 SENS moves to the slot with his stick on the ice (athletic posture) to set up the deflection 
play by getting to open ice in front of the net. 

• #65 SENS recognizes #68 SENS open in the slot and shoots the puck on the ice for a 
deflection play on net with # 7 SENS there should in the case of a rebound. Heads up play by 
#65. Likely an offensive tactic worked on and perfected in practice. 

Offensive Teaching Points: 

•  First man to a puck battle plays the body, 2nd man the puck, 

• Third man high puck support, sets a passing lane off the puck recovery and control down low 
and drives the net with stick on the ice for a target. 

• Setting up behind the net is a solid offensive play, most teams over play the man with the puck 
and offensive players can get open to make plays on net or take the puck up top. 

• Go to the net (slot) with your stick on the ice as a forward and set the screen and deflection. 
Teammate should always be on the doorstep for the rebound. 

Defensive Teaching Points: 

• Don't get out numbered strong side on the puck battle, 

• Read pressure triggers and know when to apply pressure, 

• Collapse down low with five in the box on a net attack but have your heads on a swivel and 
do not over play the man with the puck. The man with the puck can't score from behind the 
net but his teammates in the front of the net sure can. 

• Move from the collapsed box with man coverage up top and down low when the puck moves 
up top. Do not let the two players down low get open like they did in this video.
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